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A witch who hears voices. A woman on the run. To
protect the woman ––and a city under psychic
attack–– Brenda must take her magic back and
strike. Owner of the local metaphysical shop, Brenda
is no stranger to psychic phenomena. But when the
witch meets Caroline, who is fleeing danger, the last
thing she needs to contend with are voices she
doesn’t recognize, bombarding her with messages
she doesn’t understand. It turns out Brenda isn’t the
only one hearing voices, and the beautiful new
woman isn’t the only one in danger… With the help of
her coven ––and a couple of angels–– Brenda must
claim her voices, find a way to protect Caroline, and
discover what force threatens her customers, before
the coming storm sweeps them all away… By Wind is
the third spellbinding book in The Witches of
Portland series of paranormal urban fantasy novels.
If you like fast-paced plots, real-world issues, and a
dash of charming romance, then you'll love T. Thorn
Coyle's magical series. Discover By Wind to break
the spell of danger today!
A witch with a mission. A man running from himself.
Lucy must use her magic to battle a force that
threatens the lives of innocents. Lucy still reels from
the aftermath of a magical attack. She's not ready for
another battle, but her magic forces her toward a
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decision so huge it threatens to burn up the sky.
When an old flame steps back into her life, the last
thing she expects is to rekindle their attraction. As
Jack’s hacker friends pressure him to take on a
risky project, he can no longer hide from himself, his
feelings, or the world… With the help of her coven,
Lucy must fight a force whose reach extends across
borders, putting lives in danger. To stop this evil,
Lucy will have to let go of control and let a Goddess
take over her magic. And Jack? He has to learn to
stand for something, or take a fall… By Sun is the
sixth spellbinding book in The Witches of Portland
series of paranormal urban fantasy novels. If you like
fast-paced plots, real-world issues, and a dash of
romance, then you'll love T. Thorn Coyle's magical
series. Discover By Sun and break the spell of
corruption today!
This book was written to be used in concert with
whatever pagan tradition you are currently involved
in. There are at least three levels to it: part one will
help you strengthen the foundations of your spiritual
practice, part two will ensure that you are sound in
body, mind, emotion, sex, and spirit, and have
developed will and ethics, and part three will lead
you further into connection with your Godhood. .
.The tools used to do this are breath work, dream
work, pendulum work, aura reading, tarot,
meditation, spells, and others. The goal of the book
is to help guide you through the stages of personal
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consciousness that will then enable you to step into
inclusive consciousness—a consciousness that
encompasses the personal, political, environmental,
social, mental, and transpersonal. [It is this] inclusive
consciousness [that] enables us to reach the
limitless, the divine, Goddess or God.
Improve health, attract wealth, strive towards
happiness, go against the trend of transshipment!
Set up candle formation and form prayer words to
make a wish in order to accelerate the power of
magical dreams and solve various problems that
trouble you. With the energy of candles of different
colors, placing them in the right position is enough to
affect the energy state of yourself and external
things to make you realize what you want and solve
your upset problems. This is a classic candle.
Offers an eclectic collection of articles on the Witchy
lifestyle, Witchcraft D.I.Y., the Wicca Wide Web, and
an assortment of other topics written by innovative
thinkers, such as Lisa Allen, Link, Windwillow, and
others, with a special week-at-a-glance section to
fuel magical workings. Original. 15,000 first printing.
In this collection, Druids, Wiccans, Heathens,
Polytheists, and others show how to ground good
consent practices in Pagan stories, liturgies, and
values. Although many Pagans see the body and
sexuality as sacred, Pagan communities still struggle
with the reality of assault and abuse. To build
consent culture, good consent practices must be
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embraced by communities, not just by
individuals--and consent is about much more than
sexuality. Consent culture begins with the idea of
autonomy, with recognizing our right to control our
bodies in all areas of life; and it is sustained by
empathy, the ability to understand and share the
emotional states of others.
1969: What happens when your government betrays
your friends, and magic is the only power you have
to save the world? Jasmine Jones—nineteen year old
hereditary sorcerer and proud member of the Black
Panther Party—discovers that in the fight for what is
right, you sometimes need to risk your life and
challenge everything you know. In a time of bullets
and betrayal, when shapeshifters walk the streets
and government agents stalk the astral planes,
Jasmine and her comrades must stand strong. Book
Two of this exciting, fast-paced urban fantasy series
filled with magic, sorcery, shapeshifters, and the
scent of revolution.
1969: War in Vietnam. War on the streets of
California. The scent of sorcery fills the air. Lives and
freedom are at risk as the FBI closes in. Can
Jasmine Jones and the Black Panthers unite the
people? Can they stand in their power in the midst of
this magical fire? Can this battle be won? Will love
prevail? Find out in the thrilling conclusion to The
Panther Chronicles, an exciting, action packed urban
fantasy series filled with magic, sorcery, and
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shapeshifters. Join the revolution!
A witch seeking justice. A woman seeking herself. With
magic and courage, they must try to save what is
precious, before it is too late. Moss is exhausted and just
wants to have some fun. But the spirits of the city
whisper in his ears, hinting at terrible danger. When an
old hookup moves to town with a big secret in tow, he
wonders if he’s strong enough to face the threat to
Portland, and find the love that he deserves. As Shaggy
grapples with her pain, and fights her attraction to Moss,
she can’t deny that to become the person she wants to
be, she’s going to have to risk… With the help of the
coven, Moss must fight the forces that threaten his city.
To stop this poisonous evil, he must learn that some
things can’t be faced alone. And Shaggy? She must
step off into a chasm and fly… By Dusk is the seventh
spellbinding book in The Witches of Portland series of
paranormal urban fantasy novels. If you like fast-paced
plots, real-world issues, and a dash of romance, then
you'll love T. Thorn Coyle's magical series. Discover By
Dusk and break the spell of corruption today!
Welcome to the sideways worlds: Where magical bird
women heal broken hearts, invisible pookas ride on your
shoulders, and Spaniels float through the air. Follow the
sound of bees through the wormhole...You never know
what you might find.
Presents a guide to following the fairie lifestyle, covering
such topics as faery spirits, etiquette, the zodiac, magick,
altars, costumes, shrines, offerings, and faery festivals
held around the world.
My name is Brenda. I'm a witch. I'm uneasy. There's a
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voice inside my head that I don't recognize. And a
threatening force invades my customer's minds. Then
Caroline walks into my shop. She's beautiful, in danger,
and on the run. A storm is coming. Can my coven and I
face the threat before it blows our city away?
In the light of the moon, secrets are revealed. Danger
stalks Selene's friends. First a man collapses at the club,
and now another friend is dead. The whole thing stinks of
poisonous magic. Selene -- the best spellcaster in Arrow
and Crescent coven-- just wants to hide in their studio
and make art. But the danger lurking in the shadows
compels them toward the light. And then there's Joshua.
The most handsome dandy Selene has ever seen. The
one they've been trying to avoid for¿reasons. They'll
need to work together to discover who's targeting their
friends before more people die.Will Selene's magic be
enough to pull them through?
Daily spiritual practice is the gateway to a satisfying,
successful life. Practice builds continuity of mind,
thought, and presence. If your life is not as you wish, or
you are foundering spiritually, running from heart
opening epiphanies, to feeling stuck, it is likely that daily
practice is missing from your life. This book takes us
through a home study course, exploring the components
of a strong daily practice and why it is important to have
one. Build a platform for your life.
In Faery Seership the truths we seek can only be found
within ourselves, within nature, and within our
relationships to nature. At the center of the Faery
Tradition lies the Tree of Enchantment: the symbol for
these relationships and for the threefold life of humanity.
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At each level of the tree, there are attending spirit forces
that vary from beings of light to beings of shadow, from
the ancestors of humanity to the architects of form and
nature, from the destiny of our planet to the creation
forces of the universe. The tree’s roots grow through the
lower world, where all life originates and the dead travel,
its trunk and lower branches reach out across the middle
world, where elemental forces and the four directions
guide us, and its highest branches reach the into the
upper world and the Star realm. Weaving together folk
tradition and extensive academic research, Orion
Foxwood has created an accessible, beautifully written
pathway into the Old Religion of Faery Seership. Based
on Appalachian traditions, Wiccan studies, Celtic oral
traditions, and the Craft from Western and Northern
Europe, The Tree of Enchantment offers the student of
Faery Tradition both introductory and advanced visionary
practices and authentic tools to learn to navigate the
three realms of humanity. With diligence and an open
heart, the reader will learn to cross The River of Blood,
pass through The Gate of Awakening, and over The
River of Stars.
A serious introduction to modern-day witchcraft draws on
tools from the Feri Tradition that both seasoned
practitioners and novices alike can use to reconnect to
their inner selves and features exercises that serve as
part of a ten-month training program designed to
integrate witchcraft into daily life. Reprint.
This free book is the start of a series readers call bingeable.
The new witch in town. A man with ghostly baggage. To
protect her new home, Cassiel must battle corruption with
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magic. Cassiel moved to Portland to escape the literal ghosts
of her past. But when the nervous witch meets a handsome
construction worker named Joe, the last thing she wants is to
get an earful from the guy's dead girlfriend. As Joe's ghostly
former squeeze shares a conspiracy theory about evictions
throughout the town, Cassiel can't hide her shock when she
gets her own notice to pack her bags… With the help of a local
coven, Portland's newest witch must discover the secrets
hidden by the town's most powerful members. To keep her
apartment and protect her fellow residents, Cassiel must
embrace her magical powers before a devious force makes
her just another ghost… By Earth is the first spellbinding book
in The Witches of Portland series of paranormal urban
fantasy novels. If you like fast-paced plots, real-world issues,
and a dash of charming romance, then you'll love this magical
series. Discover By Earth to break the spell of corruption
today!
Is shamanism all that different from modern witchcraft?
According to Christopher Penczak, Wicca's roots go back
20,000 years to the Stone Age shamanic traditions of tribal
cultures worldwide. A fascinating exploration of the Craft's
shamanic origins, The Temple of Shamanic Witchcraft offers
year-and-a-day training in shamanic witchcraft. Penczak's
third volume of witchcraft teachings corresponds to the water
element - guiding the reader into this realm of emotion,
reflection, and healing. The twelve formal lessons cover
shamanic cosmologies, journeying, dreamwork,
animal/plant/stone medicine, totems, soul retrieval, and
psychic surgery. Each lesson includes exercises (using
modern techniques and materials), assignments, and helpful
tips. The training ends with a ritual for self-initiation into the
art of the shamanic witch - culminating in an act of healing,
rebirth, and transformation. COVR Award Winner
My name is Sarah Braxton, and I'm a witch. You might think
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that's unusual, but trust me, I am not the strangest thing in
Seashell Cove. That name. Seashell Cove. Makes it sound
like some sweet, sunny town, with white sandy beaches, and
toddlers splashing and shrieking, getting their fat little toes
licked by gentle waves. That's not Seashell Cove at all.
Seashell Cove is a craggy, wind-swept stretch of ocean high
up on the Oregon coast. Cliffs with sheer drops? We got ‘em.
Waves that will creep up on unsuspecting tourists and drag
them out to sea to their deaths? We've got those, too.
Centaurs that dance around fires in the forest just outside
town? Yeah. Seashell Cove is dangerous, cold, quirky, and
one of the most beautiful places I’ve ever seen.I love it here.
But my best friend's partner has disappeared, and something
is messing with the fae spirits next door... Find out why
Kickstarter chose this new "Paranormal Cozies for Freaks
and Geeks" a Project We Love.
In his Book of Shadows, Gerald Gardner writes about the
witch’s Eightfold Way as a means of developing one’s
magickal abilities. In this contemporary take on the Eightfold
Way, author, Witch, and High Priestess Lady Sable Aradia
invites readers to explore the eight different components of
evolution in witchcraft. Using exercises, meditations, and
practical magick, any serious student of witchcraft will be able
to master these eight paths and improve the effectiveness of
their magickal work. From spells to sex rites to trance to flying
ointments, Lady Sable has created a step-by-step guide to
mastering the advanced arts of witchcraft.
1969: Sorcerers battle the FBI and the Black Panthers fight
for the heart of the people. Jasmine Jones –nineteen year old
hereditary sorcerer– is wounded in action, but that doesn’t
mean she’s lost the fight. Ancient forces gather. Temples
rise. Shadowy agents seek their prey. In the streets, the
Black Panthers roar... Can Jasmine ride the power of the sea,
or will she be pulled under? Will right prevail? Will magic win
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the day? Book Three of The Panther Chronicles, a thrilling,
action packed, alternative history. If you like shapeshifters,
magic, and fast-paced urban fantasy, check out this series!
The cops and FBI are out to get them. One girl’s magic may
be the key to the revolution. This free book is only the
beginning... Oakland, 1969. Eighteen-year-old student and
secret sorcerer Jasmine Jones didn’t come to town to join a
rebellion. But from the moment she sees the Black Panthers
in action, she knows there’s more she should be doing with
her magic. However, not everyone sees the activist group as
a force for positive change… The local cops and the FBI are
coming for the Black Panthers, and the Feds have sorcery of
their own. If Jasmine and her new friends hope to survive the
forces gathering against them, they’re going to have to learn
how to fight magic with magic. Can Jasmine teach her fellow
activists how to unleash their own power, or will the Man
crush the uprising before it begins? To Raise a Clenched Fist
to the Sky is the first book in The Panther Chronicles saga,
an exciting urban fantasy series. If you like far out magic,
shapeshifters, sorcerers, alternative history, and strong
characters who take a stand, then you’ll love this bold novel.
Buy To Raise a Clenched Fist to the Sky to join the revolution
today!
Do you have the sense that you were born to do something
more with your life but you don’t know what that is? Do you
long to step into your power and live a life of passion? Do you
wish to be of greater service? Are you willing to follow your
soul's desire? Join master teacher, Pagan, and mystic T.
Thorn Coyle in activating the magical formula known the Four
Powers of the Sphinx. These four powers — To Know, To Will,
To Dare, and To Keep Silence — help bring about a profound
shift in how we view and move through the world. They will
point you toward your highest purpose and show you what to
do, both practically and spiritually, once you’ve found it. They
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will lead you to a life of magic. Find your soul’s work. Follow
desire. Live a life that matters. From the introduction:
"Working magic means showing up with your demons and
your divinity, your sorrow and your joy. Alchemy only happens
when we are willing to go through the processes of gathering
together, refining, pouring, and solidifying. In the end, we
have something fine to hold."
In a world of djinn, elf, yakshini, and troll, one woman has
only her sword. Jenny rides hard, fights hard, drinks hard, and
lusts hard. A motorcycling Knight of the Steel Clan, she is
sworn to protect the autonomous township of Go No More.
But trouble stalks the land, carrying the stench of rotting
corpses left for crows. After the Great Reckoning, the
sideways realms grew closer. Magic returned to the human
world. In this time of magic, Jenny has none. Her comrades
say they trust her, but does Jenny trust herself? Anandita
wants only to raise her child, gather her herbs, and help those
in need. Still mourning her disappeared partner, she avoids
Jenny's heated gaze and goes about her work, tending to the
township's bodies and hearts. But who will tend hers? Jenny
and Aanandita are challenged to rise beyond their fear and
sorrow. The Knights must ride. They ride for Go No More.
Xena, Warrior Princess meets Sons of Anarchy in this postapocalyptic epic fantasy adventure!

Sigil Magic is a powerful tool. Sigils can assist us with
any creative venture: from writing novels and prepping
art shows, to building lives filled with curiosity, wonder,
and success. Sigil Magic walks us through a variety of
ways to generate and charge up our sigils, and includes
instructions for preparation and cleansing, working with
intentional statements, and using magical mantras and a
variety of sigils types. Take a risk. Make your mark.
A history of wicca and neopaganism in the United States
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focusing on the post-WW II period.
"Goth Craft is a sexy and serious A-Z of dark culture's
collective tribal identity. More than just a demented
'Preppy Handbook' for a different era, Goth Craft goes
beyond mere fashion, taking readers deep into the
magical currents of this emerging subculture.
Fascinating." —Richard Metzger, host of Disinformation
and editor of Book of Lies: The Disinformation Guide To
Magick & The Occult When Paganism and Goth culture
collide, prepare for a powerful blend of independent
thought and magickal tranformation. Learn how to
channel dark emotions, express yourself magickally
through the dark arts of clothing, hair, makeup, body
modifications, and choose appropriate Goth music for
ritual. Try some spellcasting on the dance floor. Discover
the workings of shadow magick, death energy, and blood
magick. Find out what draws us to the dark side. "Don't
let your assumptions fool you — Goth Craft is a lovingly
written and carefully researched piece of work. It covers
the intersection of Gothic subculture and Pagan
spirituality from every conceivable angle, and manages
to be both fun and eye-catching along the way."
—Michelle Belanger, author of The Psychic Vampire
Codex and editor of Vampires In Their Own Words "An
insightful, honest, and spiritual exploration of the
intersection of Witchcraft and Goth." —Christopher
Penczak, author of the Temple of Witchcraft series
Do you have the sense that you were born to do
something more with your life but you don't know what
that is? Do you long to step into your power and live a
life of passion? Do you wish to be of greater service? Are
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you willing to follow your soul's desire? Join master
teacher, Pagan, and mystic T. Thorn Coyle in activating
the magical formula known the Four Powers of the
Sphinx. These four powers -- To Know, To Will, To Dare,
and To Keep Silence -- help bring about a profound shift
in how we view and move through the world. They will
point you toward your highest purpose and show you
what to do, both practically and spiritually, once you've
found it. They will lead you to a life of magic. Find your
soul's work. Follow desire. Live a life that matters. From
the introduction:"Working magic means showing up with
your demons and your divinity, your sorrow and your joy.
Alchemy only happens when we are willing to go through
the processes of gathering together, refining, pouring,
and solidifying. In the end, we have something fine to
hold."
A witch in crisis. A shy man with an unusual occupation.
To regain his healing powers, Tobias must fight for
something bigger than himself. With magic. Tobias only
wanted to use his healing powers for good. But with
clients dying, he begins to doubt himself. When he meets
a reckless man named Aiden, sparks fly, but can a witch
and a Catholic find a future together? The houseless
community Aiden works with is in danger from
unscrupulous forces, and he asks Tobias for help.
Tobias tries to refuse, but then a Goddess intervenes…
With the help of his coven, Tobias must walk into the fire,
while not losing the man he is rapidly coming to love. To
protect his city, Tobias must reclaim his powers before
the whole thing topples like a house of cards… By Flame
is the second passionate story in The Witches of
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Portland series of paranormal urban fantasy novels with
a romance between two gay men. If you like fast-paced
plots, real-world issues, and a dash of charming LGBTQ
romance, then you'll love this magical book. Discover By
Flame to break the spell of corruption today!
The Iron Pentacle is a tool for reawakening to our
essential humanity and our sovereign selves. Exploring
the themes of sex, pride, self, power, and passion, this
book invites you to develop magic of the body that sings
to the spirit. Join authors Jane Meredith and Gede
Parma on an intense journey into self-awareness
through practices of the Reclaiming Tradition, where
each step leads to self-actualization, authenticity, and
potent magic. Through personal stories and rites you can
perform, Magic of the Iron Pentacle opens the door to a
revolutionary concept that combines personal
empowerment with magical technique. The Iron Pentacle
evokes qualities neglected and disparaged—yet these
qualities, together and in balance, enliven our magic and
our lives. Praise: “An illustrative, informative resource for
understanding and applying the Iron Pentacle . . . A
‘must-have’ for any magic worker involved in unearthing
the witch-flame within and becoming an iron-smith for
integrity!”—Orion Foxwood, Traditional Witch and Faery
Seer
Looks at the difficulties pagans face in the miliary, offers
an excerpt from the Wicca section of the U.S. Army
Chaplain's Handbook, and includes spells and
ceremonies for such events as deployment, going into
battle, returning home, and a pagan militaryfuneral.
The elements, the guardians, the spirits and gods; these
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are all things beginner Witches are taught about and
trained to work with. We learn about correspondence
and how to associate symbols with their mysteries. But
what are the real mysteries behind the symbols? What
lives at the very heart and core of these teachings? In
the Deep Heart of Witchcraft, we seek the teachings and
ways that might lead us to look beyond the surface and
into the depths of the Craft. In this book, we ll look at the
tools and spirits of the sacred elements to connect us
back to the power of nature. Through ritual, we turn and
face traditions both new and old to enrich our practice
and feed the soul. And through the wheel of the year, we
connect with the ebb and flow of the cycles of time and
space.
A witch in doubt. A gamer facing down the challenge of
his life. To protect her son from violence, she’ll need to
battle hatred with magic. Raquel just wants to run her
café and keep her son safe. When the witch finally
notices a gorgeous local gamer, the last thing she needs
is the distraction. But when Charlie’s game store is
firebombed and Raquel’s son comes home bullied, she
can’t help but wonder if there are connections to be
found… With the help of her coven, Raquel must go toe to
toe with anger and face down the danger that stalks the
streets of Portland. To protect her son, and the possibility
of new love, she must channel the power of the ocean
before the forces of hatred take her son away… By Sea is
the fourth spellbinding book in The Witches of Portland
series of paranormal urban fantasy novels. If you like fastpaced plots, real-world issues, and a dash of romance,
then you'll love this magical series.
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When is the cost of bravery too high? Raquel just wants
to run her café, spend time with her coven, and
hopefully, fall in love. But her son, Zion, hides something
serious and won't tell her what it is. Then Charlie shows
up. Broad shouldered and handsome. The people
threatening his gaming store are the same ones
threatening her son...
A witch with a bad feeling. A partner facing her own
challenges. With the help of the ancestors, can they stop
danger in its tracks? Alejandro has it good, except
everything in his life feels wrong. But when his partner
challenges him, and a possible new love interest comes
knocking, the last thing he wants is to face another
challenge, this time from a long dead family member. As
this ancestor desperately tries to communicate the
danger targeting Alejandro's friends, he gets the sense
there's more to the situation than meets the eye… With
the help of his coven, Alejandro must uncover the deep
secrets of his family's past, and the secrets Portland
holds. To protect his relationships and his life, he must
risk everything he knows before death strikes yet again...
By Dark is the eighth spellbinding book in The Witches of
Portland series of paranormal urban fantasy novels. If
you like fast-paced plots, real-world issues, and the
smallest dash of romance, then you'll love T. Thorn
Coyle's magical series. Discover By Dark to break the
spell of danger today!
Now for the first time ever you can glimpse behind the
curtain of the cinematic holy of holies into the cascading
labyrinth and its proverbial minotaur. Cipher Dios
presents for the first time ever, an interpretation which
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links the movie to the spiritual movement for which it as a
diamond's prism is set. Look into the meta-historical
meta-identies of a work which ties the story of Star Wars
into everything from the city of Akhenaten to Alexander
the Great to the Tree of Life and Pope Pelegius II. Well
researched, and carefully written, this book is a tour de
force piercing into the armor of the mysterious mosaic
which is George Lucas's masterpiece. Unveiling and
revealing, pages turn themselves in this thriller of exotic
intrigue. Quest into the heart of Star Wars, the center of
god, and reveal the mystery of your own connection to
the infinite and the divine.
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A witch trying to hide. A dandy who feels he has failed.
To protect their friends, they must battle a corrupt
magician. Artist Selene feels overwhelmed by life, and
their Goth club friends are dropping like flies. But when
the witch realizes the situation involves handsome dandy
they've been avoiding, they don't know what to think. As
Joshua keeps showing up trying to help, Selene realizes
they can't hide from a trauma hidden in their past… With
the help of their coven, Selene must uncover the root of
the tainted magic that has put one friend in a coma and
killed another. A magic that threatens Selene. What ––or
whom–– stalks the community? To figure it out, Selene
must risk exposing heart and soul to cast the spell that
will save their friends, and maybe even themself… By
Moon is the fifth spellbinding book in The Witches of
Portland series of paranormal urban fantasy novels. If
you like fast-paced plots, real-world issues, and a dash
of charming romance, then you'll love this magical
series. Discover By Moon to break the spell of evil magic
today!
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